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POST APPLIED FOR          : Production Superintendent  

 EDUCATION   

Bachelor of Engineering 

Passport Details 

Passport No    : Z6567457         

Passport Status   :            ECNR 

Date Of Birth                     :            18-02-1969 

Safety Courses 

 HUET  

 SCTW-2010 

 BOSIET 

 H2S Awareness safety course 

 CSE certificate 

FIELD EXPERTIS E AREAS  

 Offshore Production                                                                                                                                                                   

 Dehydration Unit (Glycol) 

 Gas Sweetening Unit  

 Stabilization Column 

 DCS Operation’s  

 Oil & Gas Gathering Station 

 Produce Water Treatment  

 Well head & Process Platforms 

 Sub Sea Operation 

 Gas Compressor Unit 

 Water injection System 

 Fire Water System 

 Utility Unit 

Project Handled and Completed 

 De-Commissioning Process facility in FPSO including subsea risers porch 

 Involved in Commissioning project at Sudan, 250000 bbls of Production  

 Commissioned produce water system 

 Commissioned Metering system 

Quality Control 

 Designing and implementation of environmental controls of oil and gas operation  



 Coordinating with various functions; ensuring optimum utilization of the resources 

and implementing & maintaining the quality management systems  

 Participating in third party survey, DNV survey and auditing of the plan 

 Developing AMOS schedules and maintaining records 

Team Management  

 Leading, mentoring & monitoring the performance of team members to ensure 

efficiency in process operations and meeting of production targets. 

 Creating and sustaining a dynamic environment that fosters development 

opportunities and motivates high performance amongst team members. 

 Takes decisive action-identifies and takes immediate action to reduce risks to people 

and equipment. 

Key Skills and Capabilities  

   Proficient with MS office, windows XP and Internet 

   Adopts Safe Work Procedures in accordance with HSE Policies. 

   Able to solve and control all technical problems and issues  

   Proven practical problem resolution ability 

  Strong safety and environment focus  

  Ambitious, and looking for new challenges  

Experience as Production Superintendent/Line Manager – 06 years 

FPSO Experience- 15 Years 

Work Experience in detail: 

Production Superintendent- 06 years 

1, Working as Production Superintendent/ Line Manager in FPSO PNA, Gabon since February 2022  

                                        And 

 Worked as Production Superintendent/Line Manager Mexico YKN FPSO, from 2017 October to 2022 

February, BW OFFSHORE 

 Working in capacity of the head of Production department. Directly responsible for ensuring 

that offshore operation is carried out according to the company OMS procedures. 

 Ensure Technical integrity of the facility is maintained and all the statutory and legal 

requirements are met. Ensure all the documentation is maintained as per the said requirement. 

 Ensure the company HSE policy and Emergency Response Manual is followed.  

 Operate the facility in a safe, efficient and cost effective manner. Meet budgetary targets and 

maintain the technical integrity of the FPSO by following correct MOC procedures. 

 Ensure all Safety Critical PM tasks are performed as per the CMMS. Ensure zero overdue for 

SCPM’s. 

 Comply with the Company policy and procedures. Comply with Client contractual 

requirement for the FPSO. 

 Comply with local national and international regulatory requirements. (Flag state, ISO 9001- 

2000, 14001, 18001, ISM, IMO and Class)  

 Educate, motivate and lead a multi-cultural work force. Conduct yearly performance reviews 

and appraisals. Motivate production staff by providing healthy work atmosphere and a 

positive culture where everyone can grow as a team. Lead by positive example. 

 Carry out periodic reviews of OMS procedures. Ensure that any change to process 

(hardware/software) is made as per MOC procedure and all documentation is updated 

accordingly.  



 Involvement in daily operational activities and supervision and has direct input into the 30 and 

90 day plan. 

 Yearly maintenance planning as per the regulatory requirements and as stated in the 

equipment manual and in the MMS. 

 Focus towards achieving production targets by ensuring effective p lant availability and 

performance. 

 Trouble shooting the abnormal condition of the process Facility. 

 Ensure that all operations are completed efficiently, with due regard to the Health, Safety, 

Environment and Welfare of all personnel.  

 Comply with the production plan issued by Client and work towards achieving 100% 

production up-time. 

 Ensure that there are no outstanding safety critical maintenance activities. In accordance with 

Maintenance and Operation Philosophy.  

 Responsible for Operations  (Production and Utility) planning to ensure minimum downtime 

and maximum efficiency.  

 Responsible for completing on time all safety and audit action items allocated to the 

operations team. 

 Maintain activity list for planned shutdown activities. Prepare schedule for each activity and 

update time estimate for same. Allocate manpower for each activity. Order material for 

required each activity and ensure the delivery as per the planned shutdown schedule. Ensure 

adequate manpower is available as per the shutdown plan. 

 Ensure minimum stock of all production related spares and consumables, including process 

chemicals, is always available onboard. (Using MAXIMO &IFS) 

 Ensure certification of laboratory equipment is carried out as per regulatory requirement. 

 

2, Worked as a Production/Operation Supervisor as well as PTW Coordinator @ FPSO POLVO from 

2008 February to 2017 August for BP through (BW OFFSHORE)   

Location- Brazil OFF-Shore 

 

 Supervise the operations team to maintain on-spec production and optimize the available gas 

for consumption in the boilers, maintain overboard discharge as per the local regulations. 

 Providing training to the National operators, explain the basics of the process, conducting 

seminars, on job training, simulation, safety awareness and so on  

 As s production supervisor actively taking necessary action during the emergency shutdown 

(ESD) due to the fire and gas activation 

 Carryout routine operations and maintenance tasks meeting QHSE standards of company.  

 Prepare Standard Operating Procedures related to process operations and get necessary 

approvals from the engineering and base office. Maintain and update the process related 

SOP’s. 

 Prepare Job Safety Analysis for critical jobs as required and stated in the PTW procedure. 

 Prepare the vessels for confined space entries, like purging, flushing and make the vessel gas 

free 

 Specify the isolation requirements for various routine and non-routine activities as per the 

BWO isolation philosophy. 

 Identify potential conflicting jobs and control the issue of PTW as a part of permit control. 

 Interpret available information from the DCS and various field inputs for troubleshooting of 

process related problems. 

 Provide correct inputs to the HOD’s  relating to production operations. Suggest improvements 

required to manage the operations more effectively. 

 Preparation of daily report to keep a track of flaring, overboard water, fuel gas, chemical 

injection rates, chemical stock.  

 Liaise with other departments to carryout routine, non-routine and breakdown maintenance 

tasks. 



 Participate in the planning of activities during planned shutdown. Ensure availability of 

Materials, Manpower, tools and documentation as required for the planned shutdown tasks. 

 Ensure sufficient stock of production chemicals and critical and non-critical production spares 

are always available onboard.  

 Ensure the production Laboratory equipments are properly certified as per the local 

regulations. 

 Manage documentation for audits by local government agencies.  

 Ensure the certification of the PSV is carried out at proper time and plan for changeover and 

recertification of the same. 

 Create a positive safety and housekeeping culture by carrying out daily departmental tool box 

meeting, monthly departmental safety meeting implementation of LOTO and PTW. 

 Maintaining a positive and motivating working environment by using effective interpersonal 

skills to manage local and expatriate staff. 

 Carrying out emergency duty as Fire Team Leader.  

 Plan and implement leave roster and shift schedule of production team. 

 Update OMS procedure as per the request 

 Provide technical support to operation across all levels  

 Assist the production team to rise MOC, TQ and Red line drawing  

 Assist CRO to start-up the process, Water injection system and multistage compressors. 

 Having sound knowledge in plant related safety features like Fire and Gas detectors, Flame 

detectors, Heat and smoke detectors  

 Frequently visit to the work area and perform the Level 3 audits, checks all the documents are 

properly filled as per the standards, and provides expert advice and guidance 

 Provides a final check that all cross -reference requirements and identify obvious and potential 

conflicts (SIMOPS) of work associated with the issue of work permit are thoroughly specified 

and examined and reviewed and control and communications are put in place to ensure that 

the consequence of these events are eliminated 

 Involved as a key member of any permit to work systems and it’s associate documents and 

controls 

 Closing out the permits and isolation certificates when the job is completed or after the 

validity period of 7 days after getting the approval from the relevant HOD’s and OIM  

 Send all the PTW to base office whenever required 

 Attending the PTW meeting in the morning and evening with the HOD’s and the OIM  

 Creating and Closing the wok orders in MAXIMO 

 Files all completed work permits and ensure that the documentation is safely stored and 

maintain for the future reference for a period of 12 months proactively monitors, review and 

assist in the effective follow up of any work permit related reported events , STOP cards or 

other remedial recommendations that lead to improve the PTW systems  

 

3, Worked as a CRO (DCS) in ABB system @ Cidade de Vitoria for Petrobras  project through Saipem 

from 2006 to 2008 

Location- Brazil OFF-Shore 

Total crude Production- 35,000bbls/day, Gas – 6mmscfd/day 

 

4, Worked as Commissioning specialist for PDOC Project through IPEDEX from 2001 to 2006, it is a 

On-Shore project with the oil production of 2, 25,000 bbls/d and Gas production  

10mmscfd 

Location- Sudan 

 

 


